PLAYING WITH RHYTHMS

A design process towards the realization of a Super-Structure
Addis Ababa is an informal city.
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RHYTHM ANALYSIS
FORMS OF RHYTHMS

Intervals, clusters, time broken and accented, intense rhythms, slower rhythms, superimposed rhythms, variation and non-variation, increase and decrease, accumulation points, repetitive and different rhythms, longer durations, emptiness, polyrhythmicality (symphonicality), simultaneity, synchronicity, succession of alterations, differential repetitions, interactions, hierarchy, determinant rhythm, order of grandeur, humane scale, stop/resume, currents, streams, flux and reflux, the immediate in its moments and movements, remembrance of other moments and of all the hours, that what remains to scale, rhythms always needs a reference, complexity, loops, plurality of rhythms, all gatherings of bodies are polyrhythmical, an open totality, a meta-stable equilibrium, movements and differences in repetition.
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